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Key questions:

• How does the size of implemented Nature 
Based Solutions (NBS) and the spatial extent of 
its influence affect the arising co-benefits and 
trade-offs between a range of environmental 
quality indicators?

• How are these co-benefits and trade-offs 
affected by climate and social drivers?

• How can business innovation be incentivised 
to provide or contribute to NBS?

Specific focus on urban forestry and equitable 
access to urban green space.
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…involve developing and applying models to evaluate NBS
What should our models represent?....



976 NBS projects have been reported. A clear prevalence of urban forestry and parkland.

(Almassy et al (2018), Urban Nature Atlas: A Database of Nature-Based Solutions across 100 European cities)

....using natural processes to address many societal challenges.

Many suggestions for their design – but what actually happens?
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 ‘Ecological Public Health’ 
highlights that 
environmental 
determinants of health 
can have direct and 
indirect pathways.

 eDPSEEA is a conceptual 
model explicitly 
accounting for this by 
presenting both direct 
causal chains, and those 
modified or moderated by 
NBS and ES.

 Social, economic and 
environmental context can 
further modify the 
exposure or experience, 
as well as the effects 
encountered.

https://doi.org/10.1186/s12940-017-0329-y
https://doi:10.1016/j.puhe.2013.07.006
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NBS mitigates impacts of pressures on 
receptors. Pressure-intervention-receptor 
relationships may be directional (e.g. 
downstream river flow and quality) or 
outward in all directions (e.g. heat)
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Some examples of initial assessments and model applications…

Permeable pavements, Lingang.

Photo: Helen Roxburgh



Urban extent (within administrative 
boundary)

urban footprint created for: 

UK Urban Natural Capital Accounts (eftec et 
al. 2017; ONS 2020)

Urban natural capital:

• Woodland

• Grassland

• Gardens

• Blue-space

• (OS Greenspace layer)

Mapped greenspace and bluespace



e.g. Local scale example of noise 
mitigation benefits provided by trees.

• Noise mitigation, 1-2 & 2+ dB(A)

• Mitigation estimated using UKCEH Noise 
Mitigation Model

• Original Noise levels from Defra (Extrium) 
don’t account for presence of trees

• Outputs include number of residents 
benefitting from mitigation

• Calculating health benefit & economic 
benefit is also possible

Traffic Noise mitigation by trees



e.g. Pollution removal 
by vegetation

• Uses scenario modelling 
(Atmospheric Chemistry 
Transport Model –
EMEP4UK)

• Health economics model 
ALPHA RiskPOLL

From ONS Natural Capital 
Account (Jones et al. 2017)

Change in pollution (PM2.5) 
concentrations attributable 
to vegetation

Reduced exposure for 
benefitting population
(weighted)



• Use discrete choice 
modelling to understand 
urban green space 
attraction through 
individual usage choices, 
especially modelling 
recreational round-trips 
for leisure;

• Based on social media 
data, e.g. Strava;

• Quantify the recreational 
value of parkland and its 
area of influence which 
helps define the scale 
(size and proximity) 
dependencies. Running activity intensity based on Strava data

enlarged inset map



Currently: High share of public funding

Challenges to attract more private funding:

• Uncertainty in value creation

• Time-gap between NBS implementation and 
expected revenues

• Scale dependency of benefits

• Value capture is difficult  Many benefits have 
the character of public (non-excludable, non-rival) 
and common (non-excludable, rival) goods

70%

30%

Share of NBS funding

Public Private

Average values for EU and US based on Almassy
et al. (2018) and Zimmermann et al. (2019)
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e.g. UK community initiative for sponsoring 
or hosting “Tiny Forests” - fast-growing, 
sustainable, dense, tennis-court-sized plots  

• Community asset transfers

• NBS - ‘Business Improvement Districts’

• Volunteer work

• Crowdfunding
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